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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of these is the core component of the Cisco Video
Surveillance product suite that handles recording and serving
of video feeds?
A. Cisco IP camera
B. Video Communications Server
C. Cisco Video Surveillance Operations Manager
D. Cisco Video Surveillance Media Server
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which statement is true about the use of data controls in JSF?
(Choose the best answer)
A. Only Oracle ADF Business Components can be exposed as data
controls.
B. An XXXpagedef xml file holds detailed information about a
JSF page's use of data and operations exposed through ADF Data
Controls
C. Data controls eliminate the need to use expression language
in your JSF code for binding the Ul to data
D. A Databindings cpx file holds names of managed beans that
you map to Ul elements
E. Dragging a data control onto a JSF page generates a Java
class that acts as a managed bean
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
What improvement does EAP-FASTv2 provide over EAP-FAST?
A. It addresses security vulnerabilities found in the original
protocol.
B. It allows multiple credentials to be passed in a single EAP
exchange.
C. It supports more secure encryption protocols.
D. It allows faster authentication by using fewer packets.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
Change the contents of cell B2 to the world Cost. Press Enter
when you have finished.
A. Option A
Select cell B2 -&gt; type Cost -&gt; press Enter
Answer: A
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